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Abstract 8 

Visual masking is used extensively to infer the timescale of conscious perception in humans; yet 9 
the underlying circuit mechanisms are not understood. We describe a robust backward masking 10 
paradigm in mice, in which the location of a briefly flashed grating is effectively masked within a 11 
50 ms window after stimulus onset. Optogenetic silencing of visual cortex likewise reduces 12 
performance in this window, but response rates and accuracy do not match masking, 13 
demonstrating cortical silencing and masking are distinct phenomena. Spiking responses 14 
recorded in primary visual cortex (V1) are consistent with masked behavior when quantified 15 
over long, but not short, time windows, indicating masking involves further downstream 16 
processing. Accuracy and performance can be quantitatively recapitulated by a dual 17 
accumulator model constrained by V1 activity. The model and the animal’s performance for the 18 
earliest decisions imply that the initial spike or two arriving from the periphery trigger a correct 19 
response, but subsequent V1 spikes, evoked by the mask, degrade performance for later 20 
decisions. To test the necessity of visual cortex for backward masking, we optogenetically 21 
silenced mask-evoked cortical activity which fully restored discrimination of target location. 22 
Together, these results demonstrate that mice, like humans, are susceptible to backward visual 23 
masking and that visual cortex causally contributes to this process.   24 
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Introduction 25 

Visual masking has been used to probe the temporal dynamics of conscious perception 26 
and unconscious processing for well over a century (Bachmann and Francis, 2013; Breitmeyer 27 
and Ogmen, 2006; Dehaene, 2014). In backward masking, the visibility of a target stimulus is 28 
suppressed by a second stimulus—the mask—that follows the target in time. This retroactive 29 
influence of the mask can be accounted for by multiple mechanisms, including lateral inhibitory 30 
interactions between feedforward circuits in the visual pathway (Alpern, 1953; Battersby and 31 
Sturr, 1970; Breitmeyer and Ogmen, 2006; Macknik and Martinez-Conde, 2004a; Öǧmen, 32 
1993), disruption of recurrent cortical feedback (Lamme et al., 2002; Ro et al., 2003), or long 33 
temporal integration of feedforward sensory signals causing the perception of target and mask 34 
to merge (Eriksen and Hoffman, 1963; Schultz and Eriksen, 1977; Thompson, 1966). The inter-35 
ocular transfer of backward masking under some conditions (Kinsbourne and Warrington, 36 
1962a; Schiller, 1965) suggests the involvement of V1, where signals from both eyes are first 37 
processed. Depending on the exact elements constituting the stimulus and the mask, the use of 38 
bulk-tissue methods (such as fMRI and EEG) have implicated a variety of brain regions in 39 
masking, including lower and higher visual cortical areas (Green et al., 2005; Haynes et al., 40 
2005; Tse et al., 2005) parietal cortex, anterior cingulate, and thalamus (Green et al., 2005). 41 
Single unit recordings in macaque monkeys and cats show correlates of masking in retinal 42 
ganglion cells  (Coenen and Eijkman, 1972), lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) (Coenen and 43 
Eijkman, 1972; Macknik and Martinez-Conde, 2004b; Schiller, 1968), V1 (Bridgeman, 1980; 44 
Macknik and Livingstone, 1998), V2/V3 (Maeda et al., 2010), and inferotemporal areas (Kovács 45 
et al., 1995; Rolls et al., 1999; Rolls and Tovee, 1994). However, none of these studies use 46 
perturbation methods to infer circuit causality. Thus, the mechanistic determinants of masking 47 
remain largely unknown.   48 

Mice are an essential species for dissecting brain circuits. However, whereas mice have 49 
been successfully trained in visual contrast detection (Burgess et al., 2017; Busse et al., 2011), 50 
change detection (Garrett et al., 2020; Glickfeld et al., 2013), and orientation discrimination 51 
tasks (Andermann et al., 2010; Resulaj et al., 2018), no study has yet demonstrated backward 52 
visual masking. A rat study was inconclusive regarding the feasibility of a masking paradigm 53 
(Dell et al., 2018; but see Watanabe et al., 2014), particularly because the stimulus regime used 54 
in masking (very brief, low contrast stimuli) promoted guessing behavior. We here demonstrate 55 
a robust mouse-based masking paradigm, enabling use of genetic tools to quantitatively dissect 56 
the circuits necessary for masking.  57 

 58 

Main text 59 

We modified a 2-alternative choice task (Burgess et al., 2017) in which mice turn a 60 
wheel left or right to indicate whether a vertical grating, the target, was presented on the right or 61 
left side, respectively, of a visual display in front of the mouse (Fig. 1A). Performance was 62 
quantified by the probability of a response in either direction (response rate) and the fraction of 63 
responses in the correct direction (accuracy). We tested animals’ sensitivity to target duration 64 
and contrast (Fig. S1). For all subsequent masking and optogenetic experiments, we chose a 65 
combination of parameters for the stimulus (17 ms duration, 40% contrast) at which 66 
performance was near maximum but approached the steep portion of the psychophysical curve 67 
where response rate and accuracy decreased, and reaction times increased. 68 
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On masking trials, the mask, a vertical-horizontal plaid of the same size, location, and 69 
contrast as the target, was presented for 200 ms on both sides of the screen at variable 70 
intervals following target onset. Mice had high response rates on masked trials (Fig. 1B). We 71 
also evaluated the response rate on trials in which only the mask was presented and on “catch” 72 
trials with no visual stimulus (see Methods); mice never received rewards on these two trial 73 
types.  74 

We found a monotonic relationship between accuracy and the time of mask onset 75 
relative to target onset (Fig. 1C). For the earliest mask onset (17 ms), the mask appeared 76 
immediately after the target and accuracy was strongly, and highly significantly (Fig. S2A,B),  77 
reduced. Accuracy recovered to near non-masked levels when mask onset was delayed by 50 78 
ms following target onset. Across mice, there was a significant difference in accuracy across all 79 
mask onsets (Fig. S2B). 15/16 mice showed a significant Spearman correlation (r>0.9, p<0.05) 80 
between mask onset and accuracy. The response rate on target-only trials was reduced relative 81 
to trials with a mask (Fig. 1B, S2A) and to sessions that did not include masks (Fig. S1A,D); yet, 82 
high accuracy on target-only trials persisted (Fig. 1C). Results were similar in wild-type and 83 
VGAT-ChR2 mice (Fig. S2C,D).  84 

These results indicate that the mask disrupts target localization when presented within 85 
~50 ms after target onset. This time course is remarkably like backward visual masking in 86 
humans and monkeys (see Discussion). 87 

Previous experiments using a similar task, but without masking, showed that target 88 
detection depended on visual cortex (Burgess et al., 2017). To test whether disruption of 89 
ongoing target-driven activity in visual cortex is sufficient to explain the effects of masking on 90 
behavior, we replaced the mask with bilateral optogenetic inhibition of visual cortex at various 91 
times relative to target onset. We photo-suppressed excitatory neurons using VGAT-ChR2 mice 92 
in which GABAergic interneurons in cortex express channelrhodopsin (Li et al., 2019; Resulaj et 93 
al., 2018). Recording of spiking activity across all V1 layers with Neuropixels probes verified that 94 
inhibition of putative excitatory neurons was rapid (~12 ms after light onset) and sustained (Fig. 95 
S4A), as previously reported (Bennett et al., 2019; Li et al., 2019; Resulaj et al., 2018). The 96 
response rate to the target was reduced to chance levels (Fig. 2A) when visual cortex was 97 
inhibited within the time it takes V1 to respond to the target (~45 ms; Fig. S3C,D). The response 98 
rate increased when cortical inhibition began as early as 17 ms after the visual response latency 99 
(i.e., 50 ms after target onset) and rose to levels observed in the absence of cortical inhibition 100 
within ~50 ms of the visual response latency (Fig. 2A, S5A,B). Accuracy on responsive trials 101 
was greater than 75% even when the response rate was only slightly above chance (Fig. 2B,C). 102 
Unilateral inhibition revealed that the effect of cortical inhibition was specific to the hemisphere 103 
contralateral to the target (Fig. S5C). No effect on response rate or accuracy was observed 104 
when blue light was delivered above visual cortex in wild-type mice (Fig. S5D,E). 105 

Taken together, our cortical inhibition and masking experiments suggest that a window 106 
of target-evoked activity in contralateral visual cortex, lasting approximately 50 ms, is critical for 107 
detecting the presence and location of the target. However, masking and optogenetic 108 
suppression have distinct effects on behavior. Optogenetically inhibiting bilateral visual cortical 109 
activity reduces the probability of responding to the target with only a modest effect on response 110 
accuracy (Fig. 2B,C). In contrast, stimulating activity with the bilateral mask (non-informative 111 
with respect to target location) decreases the accuracy, but not the rate, of responses. Thus, the 112 
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effects of visual masking are not recapitulated by direct suppression of target-driven spiking in 113 
visual cortex. 114 

These observations suggested a simple model in which the total bilateral activity driven 115 
by the target and mask determines the response rate of mice, while the difference in activity 116 
between the contralateral and ipsilateral visual cortex determines the accuracy of their 117 
responses. To explore this idea, we recorded spiking responses of V1 neurons in wild-type mice 118 
to the target and mask for the mask onset times shown in Fig. 1B,C. As expected, we observed 119 
responses to a contralateral but not ipsilateral target. The response to a contralateral target in 120 
the presence of a mask was not a simple sum of the responses to each of these stimuli 121 
presented alone (Fig. 3A). Instead, the earliest mask onsets appeared to accelerate the spiking 122 
response to the mask, while later mask onsets led to a reduced response to the mask. In 123 
correspondence with the response rate of mice (Fig. 1B), the cumulative number of spikes 124 
evoked by the target plus mask was larger than the response to the target alone and reached a 125 
similar level for all mask onsets of 1.3 spikes per neuron on average (range 0.1-4.1; Fig. 3B), a 126 
remarkably small number. 127 

To better understand the extent to which V1 population activity is constraining accuracy, 128 
we considered an ideal observer with access to V1 activity. We trained linear decoders to 129 
classify target location using single trial spike counts of V1 neurons recorded contralateral or 130 
ipsilateral to the target. We tested how decoding accuracy depended on the spike integration 131 
window by gradually lengthening the time from target onset over which spikes were counted. 132 
For short integration windows, the decoder discriminated target location with high accuracy, 133 
regardless of whether and when a mask appeared (Fig. 3C). As the integration window 134 
extended over longer durations, decoder accuracy declined to levels consistent with the relative 135 
accuracy of mice for different mask onsets (Fig. 1C, 3C). Thus, while the initial wave of 136 
stimulus-evoked V1 activity is highly informative of target location, spikes evoked by the mask 137 
obscure target location over longer integration windows.  138 

Why do mice fail to discriminate the location of the target when followed by a mask if, in 139 
principle, they could perform equally well on target-only and masking trials using the earliest 140 
wave of V1 activity? Our analysis of V1 population activity suggests that masking occurs when 141 
activity is integrated over longer time scales associated with a degraded representation of target 142 
location. This predicts that rapid decisions (and corresponding behavioral responses) will tend 143 
to be accurate, whereas delayed decisions will more likely be erroneous. Consistent with this 144 
prediction, median reaction times were much longer on incorrect trials compared to correct trials 145 
for all mask onset times and target-only trials (Fig. 3D, S6,B); the speed of wheel movements, 146 
once initiated, did not differ (Fig. S6C,D). Moreover, pooling data across mice revealed an 147 
inverse relationship between reaction time and accuracy (Fig. 3E). Across conditions, accuracy 148 
was highest for the earliest responses and declined to chance with time. While the distribution of 149 
reaction times was similar for all mask onset times (Fig. S6B), the decline in accuracy with 150 
respect to reaction time began sooner with earlier mask onsets (Fig. 3E); hence, a greater 151 
proportion of choices for early mask onsets were mistakes (Fig. 1C). 152 

Drift diffusion and accumulator models of perceptual decision-making account for 153 
performance and reaction times in a variety of tasks (Gold and Shadlen, 2007; Smith and 154 
Ratcliff, 2004). We studied whether such models could explain the response rate, accuracy, and 155 
reaction times in our visual masking paradigm. To capture the left/right decision of the mouse, 156 
we used a dual accumulator model in which evidence supporting each choice accumulates 157 
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separately amidst noise towards a threshold; choice is determined by the first accumulator to 158 
reach threshold (Fig. 3F). V1 population activity during trials with a contralateral or ipsilateral 159 
target (Fig. 3A) served as the input signal to the two accumulators after divisive normalization 160 
(see Methods). We fit the model using a grid search to minimize the sum-of-square error 161 
between the response rate and accuracy of the model and mice. The model, with six degrees of 162 
freedom, closely recapitulates the response rate and accuracy of mice (Fig. 3G,H). The 163 
relationship between decision times, which were not explicitly fit, and model accuracy showed 164 
the same inverse relationship as observed for reaction times in mice (Fig. 3I,J, S6E). 165 

Our data and model suggest that high accuracy on target-only trials can be explained by 166 
the relative difference in cortical spiking across the two hemispheres, and that the bilateral mask 167 
reduces accuracy by narrowing this difference. If the critical site where mask-evoked activity 168 
disrupts the target signal is in visual cortex, as opposed to upstream circuitry (retina, thalamus) 169 
or alternative visual pathways (e.g., superior colliculus), our results predict that selectively 170 
suppressing mask-evoked activity in visual cortex should rescue response accuracy (i.e., 171 
prevent backward masking). To test this prediction, we inhibited cortical activity bilaterally at 172 
various times relative to the mask (using the earliest and most effective mask onset time, 17 ms; 173 
Fig. S4B). For the earliest onset of visual cortex inhibition that allowed a response rate greater 174 
than chance, response accuracy on masking trials was increased to a level not significantly 175 
different from accuracy on target-only trials (Fig. 4A,B, S8A,B). This improvement in accuracy 176 
decreased monotonically as cortical inhibition was delayed relative to target onset, allowing 177 
more mask-evoked spikes. The optogenetic light stimulus had no effect in wild-type mice (Fig. 178 
S8C,D). Simulated inhibition of the cortical input signals to our model (Fig. 3F) likewise resulted 179 
in a recovery of accuracy during masking trials with a similar time dependence as observed in 180 
mice (Fig. 4C,D). Thus, appropriately timed inhibition of visual cortex that preserves the earliest 181 
target-evoked spikes but suppresses mask-evoked activity prevents backward visual masking.  182 

 183 

Discussion 184 

We successfully developed a backward visual masking paradigm to explore the precise 185 
timing and circuits underlying visual perception in a model organism amenable to mechanistic 186 
circuit dissection. Our masking paradigm uses a variant of a 2-alternative choice task developed 187 
by the International Brain Laboratory to study spatial decision-making (Burgess et al., 2017; IBL 188 
et al., 2021). We modified the task to use targets of very short duration presented at one of two 189 
possible locations, combined with a bilateral mask. Variations of this task could study other 190 
forms of masking, such as metacontrast masking (Alpern, 1953) in which the spatial location of 191 
the mask does not overlap the target. 192 

The target was susceptible to masking for ~50 ms after stimulus onset, which is 193 
remarkably similar to the timescale of masking in humans (Alpern, 1953; Bachmann and 194 
Francis, 2013; Bacon-Macé et al., 2005; Breitmeyer and Ogmen, 2006; Dehaene, 2014; Eriksen 195 
and Lappin, 1964; Kinsbourne and Warrington, 1962b; Kolers, 1962; Schiller, 1965; Sperling, 196 
1965) and monkeys (Kovács et al., 1995; Macknik and Livingstone, 1998; Rolls et al., 1999). 197 
The effect of the mask decreased monotonically with duration from target onset, typical for our 198 
parameters in which the mask spatially overlaps the target and is presented for a relatively 199 
longer duration (Bachmann and Francis, 2013; Breitmeyer and Ogmen, 2006). This shared 200 
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phenomenology across mammalian species suggests our masking paradigm can be a powerful 201 
tool for dissecting circuit mechanisms.  202 

By silencing visual cortical activity at precise time points following the mask, we could 203 
ameliorate the behavioral effects of masking. This demonstrates a causal role of visual cortex 204 
and indicates that target-mask interactions in the retina, thalamus, and/or superior colliculus are 205 
insufficient on their own to generate masking in our task. Studies in humans have reported 206 
release from masking effects. The visibility of the mask stimulus itself can be suppressed with a 207 
second mask, leading to recovery of target perception (Dember and Purcell, 1967; Robinson, 208 
1966). In addition, transcranial magnetic stimulation of visual cortex following the mask can 209 
increase target detection (Amassian et al., 1993; Ro et al., 2003). However, the exact cortical 210 
perturbation caused by TMS in masking experiments is not well understood and could involve 211 
inhibition of neurons, added activity that produces noise, or phosphene generation that serves 212 
as a mask (Bachmann and Francis, 2013). In contrast, we directly measured and suppressed 213 
mask-evoked spiking in visual cortex in a well-controlled manner to show it is necessary for 214 
backward masking. 215 

 Our data is compatible with the hypothesis that the initial one or two spikes in the wave 216 
of target-evoked activity arriving in visual cortex are sufficient for an ideal observer to decode 217 
the target with high accuracy, consistent with results in humans (Thorpe et al., 1996), monkeys 218 
(Kovács et al., 1995; Rolls and Tovee, 1994) and mice (Resulaj et al., 2018). Indeed, our 219 
decoding analysis indicates that, on average, neurons respond to the target stimulus with less 220 
than one action potential in the relevant time window (Fig. 3B,C). In the presence of a mask, the 221 
target location becomes ambiguous as downstream decision stages integrate over longer 222 
durations. This likely reflects sensory integration mechanisms and decision thresholds tuned for 223 
noise reduction rather than resistance to masking. The brain regions performing this temporal 224 
integration of visual cortical signals remain unknown.  225 

Interestingly, even in the face of a mask, accuracy on the fastest reaction time trials can 226 
be very high (~90%). Studies in humans have also shown that the fastest behavioral responses 227 
can evade masking in tasks using either saccadic (Crouzet et al., 2014) or manual responses 228 
(Bacon-Macé et al., 2005; Van Rullen and Koch, 2003); however, absolute accuracy in these 229 
studies is much lower on the fastest reaction time trials (e.g. ~60% in Crouzet et al. 2014), 230 
which could reflect shorter neural processing times for the simpler discrimination in our task. 231 
Escape from masking has been interpreted as evidence that the mask disrupts reentrant 232 
feedback processing while sparing the initial feedforward wave (Crouzet et al., 2017, 2014; Van 233 
Rullen and Koch, 2003). Our dual accumulator model suggests that the lack of integration of 234 
feedforward target and mask signals before reaching a decision threshold can also explain the 235 
similar accuracy on fast reaction time trials for target-only and masking trials. Similar models 236 
have been successful in a variety of contexts (Gold and Shadlen, 2007; Smith and Ratcliff, 237 
2004), but rarely have been applied to visual masking (Ratcliff and Rouder, 2000; Vorberg et al., 238 
2003), and never with a neuronally constrained model. Our work suggests that such models can 239 
help bridge perceptual decision-making and backward visual masking.  240 

In humans, visual masking goes hand in hand with a loss of perceptual visibility of the 241 
target. Whether the same phenomenology exists in mice, in particular at this fast time scale 242 
during which processing is usually unconscious in humans (Van Rullen and Koch, 2003), 243 
remains unanswered for now. It may be possible to adapt our task to include measures of 244 
subjective confidence (Kepecs et al., 2008; Kepecs and Mainen, 2012).    245 
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Methods 258 

Mice 259 

All experiments were performed at the Allen Institute using protocols approved by the 260 
Allen Institute’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. We used 8 wild-type mice 261 
(C57BL6J; 3 female, 5 male) and 10 VGAT-ChR2 mice (6 female, 4 male) (Zhao et al., 2011) 262 
for experiments. Two of the VGAT-ChR2 mice were used for the cortical inhibition experiment 263 
shown in Fig. 2 but not for masking experiments. An additional 5 wildtype mice and 3 VGAT-264 
ChR2 mice were not used for experiments due to poor performance during training.  265 

Mice were single-housed and maintained on a reverse 12-hour light cycle. All 266 
experiments were performed during the dark phase. Prior to the start of training on the 267 
behavioral task, mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and a headpost was attached to the 268 
skull with clear dental acrylic. After one week of recovery, mice were provided daily with an 269 
amount of water required to maintain 85% of their initial body weight, with continued unrestricted 270 
access to food. Mice were 67-145 days old (median 89) at the start of training.  271 

 272 

Behavior Task 273 

 The behavior task was adapted from Burgess et al. 2017. Mice were head-fixed on a 274 
platform with their front paws resting on a 6 cm diameter wheel. Visual stimuli were controlled 275 
using Psychopy version 3.2.4 (Peirce, 2009) and presented at 120 frames/s on a monitor 276 
(ASUS VG248QZ; 1920 x 1080 pixels, 53.3 cm wide) centered 21.6 cm in front of the mouse. 277 
The bottom right corner of the screen (50 x 50 pixels) flipped between black and white each 278 
frame and was covered with a photodiode. The signal from the photodiode was used to 279 
determine frame times. The target stimulus was a circular vertical grating (25° diameter, 0.08 280 
cycles/°) positioned at the center of either the left or right half of the screen (31.7° horizontal and 281 
0° vertical from the mouse). The mask was a pair of vertical-horizontal plaids of the same size, 282 
spatial frequency, and position (both left and right sides) of the target. The outer 8% of the 283 
target and mask were cosine blurred. The luminance of the blank/gray screen was 60 cd/m2. 284 
The target was 100% contrast during training and for testing sensitivity to target duration (Fig. 285 
S1A-C), variable contrast for testing contrast sensitivity (Fig. S1D-F), and 40% contrast for 286 
masking and cortical inhibition experiments. The mask was 40% contrast. 287 

 Each trial began with a blank, gray screen for a fixed 3 s followed by a variable duration 288 
drawn from an exponential distribution (mean 1 s, max 5 s) before the target appeared. Mice 289 
were rewarded with a drop of water (~2.5 µL) delivered from a lick spout below the mouth for 290 
rotating the wheel left when the target was on the right side of the screen, and vice versa. 291 
During initial training, the target persisted on the screen and movement of the wheel was 292 
coupled to movement of the target in the same direction. Wheel movement during the first 133 293 
ms after target onset was ignored. The movement threshold for reward was initially 3-10 mm 294 
along the circumference of the wheel (adjusted for each mouse at the trainer’s discretion). The 295 
gain between wheel and target movement was set such that the target was at the center of the 296 
screen when the reward threshold was reached. Mice were initially given a response window of 297 
up to 30 s after target onset to move the wheel past threshold. Movement past threshold in 298 
either direction (correct or incorrect) during the response window ended the trial. Lack of 299 
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movement past threshold within the response window was deemed “no response.” Trials with 300 
either an incorrect or no response were repeated up to 5 times during training. 301 

 As mice learned to turn the wheel in response to the target, the response window was 302 
gradually decreased to a final value of 650 ms from target onset. Three additional task features 303 
were introduced: (1) “catch” trials (15% of trials during training) with no visual stimulus or reward 304 
were used to monitor the rate of non-visually driven movements past threshold during the 305 
response window; (2) a quiescent period in which movement of the wheel >1mm in either 306 
direction during the last 500 ms before target onset restarted the variable gray screen period 307 
with a new random duration; and (3) and incorrect response was followed by a 1 s white noise 308 
burst and an additional 3-6 s timeout period (during training only). For some training sessions, 309 
the probability that the target appeared on the right or left was biased from the normally equal 310 
probability to correct movement biases for individual mice. 311 

 After mice were consistently performing the task at >90% accuracy with wheel and target 312 
movement coupled (16-51 training sessions; median 32), mice were trained to respond to 313 
flashed target stimuli with fixed position and duration of 33-200 ms for 1-5 sessions. The reward 314 
threshold was reduced to 2 mm. Following these sessions, sensitivity to target duration and 315 
contrast were tested (Fig. S1). During these experiments, the set of possible target durations (8, 316 
17,33 and 100 ms) or contrasts (20, 40, 60, and 100%), and target sides (left, right), were 317 
randomly sampled before repetition. The catch trial probability was set to 11% such that there 318 
were approximately equal numbers of target-left and target-right trials (for each duration or 319 
contrast) and catch trials (Table S1). 320 

 For masking experiments (Fig. 1), on each trial there was a 60% probability that either 321 
the target (17 ms, 40% contrast) was followed by the mask (40% contrast, 200 ms) after a 322 
variable interval relative to target onset, or the mask was presented alone (mask-only trials). 323 
The set of possible mask onset times (17, 25, 33, and 50 ms relative to target onset) and target 324 
sides were sampled in random order before repetition. The other ~40% of trials were target-only 325 
trials or catch trials with no visual stimulus. Rewards were never delivered on mask-only or 326 
catch trials. The probability that a trial included no target presentation (mask-only and catch 327 
trails) was set to 11% such that there were approximately equal numbers of target-left and 328 
target-right trials (for each mask onset) and no-target trials (Table S1). 329 

 330 

Optogenetic inhibition of visual cortex 331 

 For optogenetic inhibition of visual cortex in VGAT-ChR2 mice, or control experiments in 332 
wild-type mice, optical fibers (200 µm diameter tip) were placed bilaterally over the skull 2.7 mm 333 
lateral and 0.5 mm anterior of lambda (the skull was covered by a thin layer of clear dental 334 
acrylic during surgery). A black plastic cone was positioned above the headpost to block stray 335 
light. For all trials, there was 60% probability that blue light (470 nm, 2.5 mW) was delivered 336 
from one or both of the optical fibers. The set of possible optogenetic light onset times (17, 33, 337 
50, 67, and 83 ms relative to target onset; Figs. 2 and 4) or brain hemispheres (Fig. S4C) and 338 
target sides were sampled in random order before repetition. The blue light persisted until the 339 
end of the behavioral response window (650 ms after target onset) and then linearly ramped off 340 
over 100 ms. The probability that a trial included no target presentation (mask-only or catch 341 
trails) was set to 33% such that there were approximately equal numbers of target-left, target-342 
right, and no-target trials for each optogenetic light onset (Table S1). 343 
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 344 

Electrophysiology 345 

 Putative V1 recordings were made during separate experiments/days after the 346 
behavioral sessions analyzed for Figures 1, 2, and 4. The day before recording, or the same 347 
day at least 4 hours before recording, mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and a 1 mm 348 
diameter craniotomy was made 2.7 mm lateral and 0.5 mm anterior of lambda above the left 349 
hemisphere. During recordings in VGAT-ChR2 mice, the left optical fiber was placed above the 350 
skull at the medial edge of the craniotomy. Neurons were recorded with Phase 2 Neuropixels 351 
probes (128 channels arranged in two columns, with 20 μm between each recording site) (Jun 352 
et al., 2017) throughout all cortical layers. Data were acquired at 30 kHz using the Open Ephys 353 
acquisition board and GUI (Siegle et al., 2017).  354 

At the beginning of each recording, receptive fields were coarsely mapped by presenting 355 
a 25° diameter vertical-horizontal plaid (100% contrast, 0.08 cycles/°) centered at one of 9 356 
equally spaced positions that formed a grid across the right half of the display. The stimulus was 357 
presented for 50 ms at all 9 positions in random order (with 800 ms between presentations) 358 
before repetition. After 25-30 repeats, spikes were detected across all channels using an 359 
amplitude threshold, and post-stimulus time histograms were calculated for each stimulus 360 
position. If the peak response was greatest at the center position (where the target/mask would 361 
be presented), we continued to record during the masking task. Otherwise, we moved the probe 362 
and repeated this process, or ended the experiment. 363 

 364 

Analysis of behavior data 365 

 Data for each experiment (Fig. 1,2,4) are based on a single session from each mouse. 366 
Trials were excluded if an unexpectedly long frame interval disrupted the timing of stimulus 367 
onset or duration (0.4% of trials across all sessions), the mouse moved the wheel >1 mm during 368 
the first 125 ms after target onset (3.4% of trials), or the mouse did not respond during the 369 
previous 10 trials (not including catch trials or trials with optogenetic inhibition; 1.2% of trials). 370 
Data from target-left and target-right trials were pooled, except for the comparison of 371 
performance on these trial types shown in Fig. S2E,F. Reaction times were calculated as the 372 
last time point after target onset that wheel displacement was greater than a movement initiation 373 
threshold of 0.2 mm before crossing the reward threshold (2 mm) in the same direction. 374 
Movement speed was calculated as the difference between the reward and movement initiation 375 
thresholds (1.8 mm) divided by the difference between the times these thresholds were crossed.  376 

 377 

Analysis of electrophysiology data 378 

 Spikes were sorted automatically by Kilosort2 (Stringer et al., 2019). Putative single units 379 
and multi-units were accepted for further analysis if the average firing rate over the entire 380 
session was greater than 0.1 spikes/s and the majority of spikes were from a single neuron 381 
(false-positive rate less than 0.5) as estimated by comparing the rate of refractory period (1.5 382 
ms) violations to the overall spike rate (Fig. S3A) (Hill et al., 2011; Siegle et al., 2021). Units 383 
were defined as fast-spiking (FS; putative inhibitory interneurons) if the peak-to-trough duration 384 
of the average spike waveform was less than 0.4, or otherwise as regular spiking (RS; putative 385 
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pyramidal neurons; Fig. S3B). Time to first spike (Fig. S3D) (Siegle et al., 2021) for each unit 386 
was calculated as the median across trials of the time of the first spike 30 ms or later after visual 387 
stimulus onset; trials with no spike within 150 ms of stimulus onset were excluded.  388 

 Post-stimulus time histograms (PSTHs) of neural activity aligned to visual or optogenetic 389 
stimulus onset were calculated using 8.33 ms bins (the monitor frame duration). Units were 390 
considered visually responsive if they had a significant response to either the target or the 391 
mask. A response was considered significant if (1) the peak of the PSTH after visual stimulus 392 
onset was greater than 5 times the standard deviation of the PSTH during the last 500 ms 393 
before stimulus onset, and (2) a Wilcoxon signed-rank test comparing the spike rate 40-100 ms 394 
after stimulus onset and the spike rate before stimulus onset resulted in a p-value less than 395 
0.05.  396 

Based on responses to the optogenetic light stimulus (Fig. S3A), units recorded in 397 
VGAT-ChR2 mice (n=267 units from 4 mice) were classified as (1) excited if the mean of the 398 
PSTH 100-500 ms after light onset was greater than the standard deviation of the PSTH during 399 
the last 500 ms before light onset; (2) transiently excited if the peak of the PSTH during the first 400 
100 ms after light onset was greater than 5 times the standard deviation of the PSTH before 401 
light onset; or (3) inhibited if there was no transient excitation and the mean of the PSTH 100-402 
500 ms after light onset was less than the standard deviation of the PSTH before light onset. 74 403 
visually-responsive units that were not excited or transiently excited by the optogenetic light 404 
stimulus were analyzed for Fig. S4B. 405 

58/276 units from 5 wild-type mice were visually responsive RS units and contribute to 406 
the data shown in Fig. 3A-C. For the decoding analysis shown in Fig. 3C, neurons were pooled 407 
across mice. For each mouse/session, trials for each target side (contralateral or ipsilateral to 408 
the recording) and mask onset condition were evenly spilt at random into training and testing 409 
groups. We then created 100 training and testing pseudo-trials for each condition by randomly 410 
selecting a trial from the training or testing group for each neuron. A linear support vector 411 
machine (SVM) was trained to classify the target side for each pseudo-trial from the training 412 
group using the spike count from each neuron as input. Decoder accuracy was then determined 413 
from the decoder’s performance on the pseudo-trials from the testing group. This process was 414 
repeated for 100 separate splits of training and testing data to determine the average decoder 415 
accuracy for each duration over which spikes counts were quantified (x-axis of Fig. 3C). 416 

 417 

Dual accumulator model 418 

 The model of mouse behavior shown in Fig. 3F is a race-to-threshold between two 419 
accumulators integrating activity from the population of V1 neurons on trials with a contralateral 420 
or ipsilateral target, respectively. The output of the accumulators, L and R, is determined by the 421 
following equations, 422 

𝜏!
𝑑𝐿
𝑑𝑡

=
𝑆"#$%&'
𝛼 + 𝐼(

− 	𝐿	 − 𝜔𝑅	 + 	𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 423 

𝜏)
𝑑𝐼(
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑆"#$%&' −	𝐼( 424 
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𝑑𝑡

=
𝑆*+,*
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− 	𝑅	 − 𝜔𝐿	 + 	𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 425 

𝜏)
𝑑𝐼-
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑆*+,* −	𝐼- 426 

Scontra and Sipsi are trial-averaged V1 population activity on trials with a contralateral or ipsilateral 427 
target (Fig. 3A) and provide input to the accumulators L and R, respectively. IL and IR integrate 428 
the same V1 activity and divisively normalize the input to L and R, respectively. The 6 free 429 
parameters are the time constants of L and R (τA) and IL and IR (τI), the half-saturation constant 430 
for divisive normalization (α), the noise standard deviation (σ), the strength of mutual inhibition 431 
(ω), and the decision threshold. These parameters were the same for both accumulators but the 432 
input and noise on each time step was independent. The time step, dt, was 8.33 ms. On each 433 
trial, the first accumulator to reach threshold determined the decision of the model (contralateral 434 
or ipsilateral target). If neither accumulator reached threshold within 200 ms the outcome was 435 
“no response.”  436 

The model parameters were fit via a brute force grid search to minimize the sum-of-437 
square error between the response rate and accuracy of the model and mice (Fig. 3G,H). The 438 
parameters obtained from this fit were used to test model behavior when V1 input to the model 439 
was “inhibited” (by setting it to zero) at the time points shown in Fig. 4C,D. Model decision time 440 
(Fig. 3I,J, S6E), which was not explicitly fit, was the time on each trial at which one of the 441 
accumulators reached the decision threshold. 442 

Similar results were observed when we used an out-of-sample/leave-one-out fitting 443 
procedure in which the response rate and fraction correct values for each of the 7 conditions on 444 
the x-axis of Fig. 3G,H were obtained by fitting the model to mouse data for the other 6 445 
conditions. Compared to the fit to data for all 7 conditions simultaneously (Fig. 3G,H), the model 446 
response rate with leave-one-out fits was lower for the target-only condition and higher for the 447 
no-stimulus condition (Fig. S7). 448 

  449 
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 623 

Figure 1.  Backward visual masking impairs discrimination of target location. (A) A target 624 
appeared on the left or right side of a screen in front of the mouse for 17 ms, and water rewards 625 
were earned by rotating a wheel right or left, respectively. On some trials, the target was 626 
followed by a mask presented on both sides of the screen for 200 ms with variable onset 627 
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relative to target onset. Both target and mask were 40% contrast. (B) Fraction of trials on which 628 
mice responded in either direction (response rate). Colored lines are data from single sessions 629 
from individual mice (n=8 wild-type and 8 VGAT-ChR2 mice). Black symbols are means across 630 
mice; error bars represent standard error of the mean. (C) Fraction of responses in the correct 631 
direction. Chance accuracy is 0.5 (dashed line). For the earliest mask onset (17 ms), the 632 
accuracy of 9/16 mice was significantly greater than chance (binomial test p<0.05). Statistical 633 
comparisons between conditions in B and C are shown in Fig. S2A,B. 634 
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 635 

Figure 2. Visual cortical activity during a brief window is required for target detection. (A) 636 
Response rate and (B) accuracy for sessions during which the onset of bilateral optogenetic 637 
inhibition of visual cortex was varied in time relative to the onset of the target. The blue light 638 
persisted for 650 ms after target onset and then linearly ramped off over 100 ms. The target was 639 
presented for 17 ms at 40% contrast. Onset of cortical inhibition relative to the start of the visual 640 
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response (gray values on x-axis) was estimated by subtracting the visual response latency of 641 
~45 ms (Fig. S3C,D) from the optogenetic light onset and adding the cortical inhibition latency of 642 
~12 ms (Fig. S4A), resulting in an offset of 33 ms (4 visual stimulus frames) between the two 643 
sets of x-axis values. Thin lines represent data from single sessions from 10 VGAT-ChR2 mice. 644 
Black symbols are means across mice; error bars represent standard error of the mean. 645 
Statistical comparisons between conditions are shown in Fig. S5A,B. Magenta lines denote 646 
“catch” trials with no visual stimulus, used to estimate the chance response rate. Fraction 647 
correct values for each mouse in (B) are only shown for conditions on the x-axis with response 648 
rates above chance (>95th percentile of the binomial distribution given the response probability 649 
on catch trials and the number of trials; n = 3, 10, 10, and 10 mice for the conditions from left to 650 
right). (C) Trials were pooled across mice to estimate accuracy when response rates were low 651 
(filled symbols). Error bars are the 95% confidence interval from the binomial distribution given 652 
the fraction correct values and the total number of responsive trials (n = 40, 40, 77, 211, 255, 653 
and 1247 trials for the conditions from left to right). For comparison, accuracy on masking trials 654 
(Fig. 1) was similarly computed (pooling trials across mice) and plotted (open symbols) for 655 
corresponding times of mask onset (relative to target onset) or cortical inhibition (relative to 656 
cortical visual response latency). 657 
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 658 

Figure 3. A dual accumulator model replicates the response rate and accuracy of mice as a 659 
function of mask timing as well as the inverse relationship between reaction times and accuracy. 660 
(A) Mean response of V1 neurons (n=58 visually responsive putative pyramidal neurons from 5 661 
wild-type mice; see Methods) to contralateral (red) and ipsilateral (blue) targets and the mask 662 
for the mask onset times in Fig. 1B,C. Mask onset was 0 ms on the x-axis on mask-only trials. 663 
Shaded region surrounding each line represents the standard error of the mean. Gray, dashed 664 
lines are the sum of responses on contralateral target-only trials and masking trials with an 665 
ipsilateral target. An ipsilateral target did not evoke a spiking response on its own (top row). (B) 666 
Cumulative stimulus-evoked spikes per neuron following onset of a contralateral target. Spike 667 
number was calculated by integrating the trial-averaged post-stimulus time histogram after 668 
baseline subtraction for each neuron, and then averaging across neurons. Shaded region 669 
surrounding each line represents the standard error of the mean. (C) Decoding of target location 670 
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using V1 activity. Linear support vector machines were trained to classify target side using 671 
single trial spike counts from the population of V1 neurons. The duration of the integration 672 
window, starting at target onset, over which spike counts were calculated varied as indicated by 673 
the x-axis. Each line is the mean and standard error across decoders trained and tested using 674 
different random subsets of trials (see Methods). (D) Median reaction times (separately for 675 
correct and incorrect trials when applicable) from the 16 mice used for Fig. 1B,C. Symbols are 676 
means across mice and error bars represent standard error of the mean. (E) Fraction correct 677 
versus reaction time after pooling reaction times across all mice in 50 ms bins. Shaded region 678 
surrounding each line is the 95% confidence interval given the fraction correct values and the 679 
number of pooled trials for each bin (the median number of trials across mask onset conditions 680 
was 66, 262, 259, 150, 75, and 39 for the time bins from left to right). (F) Schematic 681 
representation of a dual accumulator model fit to mouse behavior data. Two leaky, mutually-682 
inhibiting accumulators integrate divisively-normalized V1 population activity from contralateral 683 
and ipsilateral hemispheres (together with independent noise) in a race to threshold to 684 
determine the response direction. The 6 free parameters (same values for both “hemispheres”) 685 
were the time constants of the accumulator (τa) and the unit mediating divisive normalization (τi), 686 
the half-saturation constant for divisive normalization (α), the noise standard deviation (σ), the 687 
strength of mutual inhibition (ω), and the decision threshold (see Methods). (G,H) Response 688 
rate and accuracy of the model (red) fit to mouse behavior data from Fig. 1B,C (black). (I,J)  689 
Median decision times and accuracy versus decision time for the model, corresponding to (D,E) 690 
for mice. Panels (C, E, J) follow the same color as (B). 691 
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 692 

Figure 4. Optogenetic inhibition of mask-evoked activity in visual cortex rescues accuracy of 693 
behavioral responses. (A) Response rate and (B) accuracy for sessions during which the onset 694 
of bilateral optogenetic silencing of visual cortex was varied in time relative to the onset of the 695 
target and mask. The target stimulus was presented for 17 ms and, on masking trials, was 696 
immediately followed by the mask. Thin lines represent data from single sessions from 8 VGAT-697 
ChR2 mice. Fraction correct values for each mouse in (B) are only shown for conditions on the 698 
x-axis with response rates above chance, as described for Fig. 2B (n = 3, 6, 8, and 8 mice for 699 
target-only trials and 3, 8, 8, and 8 mice for mask trials for the light onsets from left to right). 700 
Black symbols are means across mice; error bars represent standard error of the mean. 701 
Statistical comparisons between conditions are shown in Fig. S8A,B. (C,D) Performance of the 702 
model in Fig. 3F, after fitting to mouse behavior data in Fig. 3G,H, in simulated V1 inactivation 703 
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experiments similar to (A,B). Symbols show model output for time points tested in mice (A,B); 704 
lines show model output for additional time points. 705 

  706 
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 707 

Figure S1. Sensitivity of task performance to target duration (A-C) and contrast (D-F) in the 708 
absence of a mask. Target contrast was 100% for experiments varying target duration (A-C). 709 
Target duration was 17 ms for experiments varying target contrast (D-F). Colored lines are data 710 
from single sessions from individual mice (n=8 wild-type mice, 10 VGAT-ChR2 mice). Black 711 
symbols are means across mice; error bars represent standard error of the mean. 712 
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 713 

Figure S2. (A,B) p-values from comparison of response rates (A) and accuracy (B) for the 714 
conditions shown in Fig. 1B,C. Distributions were compared with a Kruskal-Wallis test followed 715 
by pairwise Wilcoxon rank sum tests. p-values were corrected for multiple comparisons using 716 
the Benjamini-Hochberg method. Color scale is log10 based. Non-significant p-values (≥0.05) 717 
are white. Redundant or non-tested comparisons are yellow. (C,D) Comparison of response rate 718 
and accuracy for the 8 wild-type and 8 VGAT-ChR2 mice pooled in Fig. 1B,C. (E,F) Comparison 719 
of response rates (E) and accuracy (F) for target-left and target-right trials. Each symbol 720 
corresponds to one animal. (G) Probability of rightward movement on trials with a target (either 721 
side, with or without a mask) on the y-axis versus mask-only trials on the x-axis. Legend 722 
indicates the Pearson correlation of these values for each condition. In some mice, response 723 
direction on trials with earlier mask onsets was biased in a similar manner to mask-only trials.  724 

 725 
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 726 

Figure S3. (A) False-positive rate for spikes recorded from 1382 units from 5 wild-type and 4 727 
VGAT-ChR2 mice. The false-positive rate was defined as the refractory-period violation rate 728 
(number of spikes within 1.5 ms refractory periods divided by the total duration of refractory 729 
periods) divided by the total spike rate (see Methods). Units with a false-positive rate greater 730 
than one by this definition are displayed at one in the histogram. 543 units with false-positive 731 
rates less than 0.5 were considered for further analysis in this study. (B) Peak-to-trough 732 
duration of the average spike waveforms (n=543). Units with peak-to-trough duration less than 733 
0.4 were classified as fast spiking (FS; putative inhibitory interneurons); all other units were 734 
classified as regular spiking (RS; putative pyramidal neurons). (C) Average firing rate of 173 735 
visually responsive units (see Methods) following presentation of the target (17 ms duration) or 736 
mask (200 ms) starting at 0 ms on the x-axis. Shaded area is the standard error of the mean. 737 
(D) Cumulative distribution of the median time to first spike (see Methods) of the 173 visually 738 
responsive units. There was not a significant difference in the time to first spike between target-739 
only (median across units 73.9 ms) and mask-only (71.3 ms) trials (p=0.22, Wilcoxon rank sum 740 
test). There was also not a significant difference between the time to first spike of RS (n=128) 741 
and FS (n=45) units (target only: 75.1 vs. 68.1 ms, p=0.08; mask only: 71.4 vs. 68.9 ms, 742 
p=0.39), which were combined for the data plotted. 743 
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 745 

Figure S4. (A) Mean response of V1 neurons from 4 VGAT-ChR2 mice to stimulation with blue 746 
light. Gray, shaded region indicates standard error of the mean. Fast-spiking (FS, putative 747 
interneurons) and regular spiking (RS, putative pyramidal neurons) were defined by the peak-to-748 
trough duration of their spike waveforms. Neurons were classified as excited, transiently 749 
excited, or inhibited (see Methods). Two neurons were non-responsive (not shown). The bottom 750 
panel expands the time scale (indicated by dashed lines) of the inhibited cells. (B) Mean 751 
response of 74 visually-responsive V1 neurons (see Methods) from the same mice in (A) to the 752 
visual and optogenetic stimuli used for the behavior data in Fig. 4A,B. Neurons that were 753 
excited or transiently excited by the optogenetic light were excluded. Optogenetic light onset 754 
was varied relative to the onset of the target presented contralateral or ipsilateral to the 755 
recorded neurons. On a subset of trials, the target (17 ms duration) was immediately followed 756 
by a bilateral mask for 200 ms. 757 
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 759 

Figure S5. (A,B) p-values from comparison of response rates (A) and accuracy (B) for the 760 
conditions shown in Fig. 2A,B, using statistical procedures described in the legend for Fig. S2 761 
A,B. (C) Effect of unilateral cortical inhibition on target detection (n=8 VGAT-ChR2 mice). The 762 
inhibited hemisphere(s) are indicated on the x-axis. Optogenetic light onset was 17 ms before 763 
target onset. The top plot shows, for trials on which the target was left, the fraction of trials that 764 
mice moved right (red, correct) or left (blue, incorrect). The sum of the red and blue data points 765 
for each condition is the response rate. The middle and bottom plots show similar data for 766 
target-right and no visual stimulus trials, respectively. (D,E) Effect of optogenetic light stimulus 767 
on response rate and accuracy in wild-type mice (n=8) for the same conditions shown in Fig. 768 
2A,B. 769 
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 771 

Figure S6. (A) Comparison of median reaction times for correct and incorrect responses for 772 
each mouse and mask onset condition for the 16 mice from Fig. 1B,C.  (B) Cumulative 773 
probability distributions of reaction times pooled across the 16 mice for correct (solid lines) and 774 
incorrect (dashed lines) responses. Reaction times on mask-only and catch trials are also 775 
shown. (C,D) Same as (A,B) for movement speed. (E) Same as (B) for the decision times of the 776 
model shown in Fig. 3F-J. 777 
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 779 

Figure S7. (A,B) Out-of-sample fits of the model in Fig. 3F to mouse behavior data from Fig. 780 
1B,C (black). Instead of fitting the response rate and fraction correct (where applicable) values 781 
to mouse data for all 7 conditions on the x-axis simultaneously (as in Fig. 3G,H), the values for 782 
each condition were obtained by fitting the model to mouse data for the other 6 conditions 783 
(“leave one out”). 784 

 785 
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 787 

Figure S8. (A,B) p-values from comparison of response rates (A) and accuracy (B) for the 788 
conditions shown in Fig. 4A,B, using statistical procedures described in the legend for Fig. S2 789 
A,B. (C,D) Effect of optogenetic light stimulus on response rate and accuracy in wild-type mice 790 
(n=8) for the same conditions shown in Fig. 4A,B. 791 
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